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You've just lifted your new Android device out of its packaging and you're teleporting. Maybe your hands tremble with anticipation. The mouth is dry and the pupils are dilated. Okay, maybe you're not that excited, but a new phone is definitely a party. But what comes next? Here are some of the first things every Android
owner should do with their phone when they take it out of the box. These small exercises will ensure you get the most out of your device from day one. Take a look at your device First of all, take a moment to really appreciate what you're holding. Now you're the owner of a portable device so incredibly futuristic that no
science fiction writer has seen it coming. Tap its screen in the right places, pizza will arrive at your front door. Or a man in Morocco will start talking to you. Or play videos of cats jumping into cardboard boxes. You are the almighty God of this pocket screen. Don't let all this power get in your head. It is necessary to
maintain composure long enough to make sure that the device came with all the correct parts. Go through the whole package of your phone and take stock of everything. Review any warranty information and take note of any extras. Most Android phones are with a SIM tool, so make sure you don't throw it away in case
you want to install a new SIM card. You probably also have a charger and maybe even an elegant set of earbuds. Prepare to download dataConnect your phone to recharge your battery. While many phones will be partially charged, they are typically not fully charged. You're going to be playing with your new toy for the
next two hours, and you don't want me to die on you right in the middle of a crucial process. Also, you'll probably want to connect to a wireless network if available. Not all of us have unlimited data and you will almost certainly download a lot on your first day with your phone. It may not be a good idea to start eating right
away in your monthly limit. Sign in to Google and let the magic flow when you turn on your device for the first time, a walkthrough will guide you through the setup process. This will vary a bit from phone to phone, but one of the first things it will ask you to do is log in to your Google account. You can skip this step if you
want, but seriously we don't recommend it. Google access connects the device with a lot of other services and is the first step towards customizing your phone. Enabling this account allows you to automatically set up your email list, calendar, and contacts, and will prepare your phone to sync your identity between
devices. It is also required for the Play Store. If already owned an Android device, you are about to witness some magic. After you sign in to your Google account, your phone will connect with the Google Play Store and try to download all your old apps. Before your eyes, this stock device will turn into a faster, faster,
version of the old phone. Disable bloatware Your phone probably came with some pre-installed apps from the manufacturer or carrier that you didn't ask for and can't get rid of (unless you decide to root). These apps axle space and can slow down your phone. To maximize your phone's capabilities, you may want to
abandon this stuff. Once your phone is up and running, go to the App menu in the settings and locate all preloaded apps on your phone. You may not be able to uninstall them, but you can disable them and uninstall any updates, which will keep the space they take up to a minimum. Disabling an app also means you
won't see it in the app drawer anymore. A word of caution, however. If this is your first Android device, you may want to keep pre-installed apps around until you're sure you don't need them, they won't interrupt a key part of your phone experience, or until you've found suitable alternatives in the Play Store. When going
through the initial configuration of the device, it may also ask you to register for additional malware protections or other extra services. Feel free to skip these deals; you shouldn't really register for anything beyond your Google account during setup. Set up your space and you also get some new AppsJust because your
phone is installing all your old apps doesn't mean you have to keep doing things the same way. Getting a new device is a great opportunity to kick some bad habits and start making better life decisions, or at least some better decisions on the app. Visit the Play Store and discover alternatives to some of the apps you're
using. You can also try a different launcher, download some new games, or opt for a new music player. If you're not a big fan of the keyboard installed on your device, grab a new one like Swiftkey, Chrooma, or Minuum. These pay attention to your typing habits and make SMS a breeze. It's also important to remember
that you'll still need to access Facebook, WhatsApp, Netflix, and any other service you have. Once you've installed all the apps, you can start customizing the device to your liking. You can set up new backgrounds and ringtones, as well as customize the splash screen with shortcuts and app widgets. Don't forget to
organize the quick switches in the notification panel, adjust the brightness of the screen, and enable the gestures and other useful features that the device might offer. Here are some of the best sources to find some of the best apps, games and services for your new device:Protect your deviceI your phones contain a lot
of sensitive information, especially if you use it for banking or shopping or pizza delivery. It's important to set up some robust security measures to protect your privacy and identity. A PIN and model lock are two security options available on most Android phones. Many of them are also available with a fingerprint scanner
or even facial recognition features. Just remember that no biometric method is as secure as a password. You can also check if your device Smart lock functionality. Smart Lock is a pretty interesting feature that allows your phone to bypass the lock screen in certain situations. For example, you can set up your phone to
remain unlocked if it is in the vicinity of a particular Bluetooth device, such as the car radio. It may also be able to sense whether it was set up or passed to a new user since it was last unlocked. Make sure everything is up to date! There is a great chance that your device may have some updates waiting for you.
Sometimes it will be minor fixes or speed improvements. Sometimes completely new versions of Android are waiting, especially if your new phone has been on the market for a while. You can check for the latest software updates by going to Settings &gt; system updates &gt; phone. In addition to the operating system,
you can also update pre-installed apps by visiting the Play Store, selecting My Apps &amp; Games from the menu, and tapping the Refresh All button at the top, if available. Configure mobile data monitoring If you don't have an unlimited plan, monitoring the amount of data used in a given billing cycle is a must.
Exceeding the limit because of all those cat videos you're watching on YouTube can get expensive. Setting up mobile data monitoring is a breeze. Enter your device's settings, tap Data Usage, and then set the billing cycle and amount of data offered by the plan. The next and final step is to enable a data alert and a data
limit. The former will notify you when you have used a default amount of data, while the second will turn off cellular data once the set limit is reached. If you don't find the data tracking feature on your Android device, don't fear my friend. There are many dedicated apps available on the Play Store like My Data Manager,
which you download via the button below. Know your deviceTook the time it takes to analyze your phone's settings. Sift through menus and submenus and create mental notes about where various features reside. This can save a lot of time later, and you may even discover some new things on your device. The Ancient
Greeks (and also the Matrix Oracle) had a saying: Know yourself. Put a lot of personal information on your phone and you'll probably use it for so many of your interpersonal communications, so your phone is a bit like an extension of yourself. Don't let him be a stranger! Think about setting up a new phone as it would
move you to a new place. Don't leave those rooms empty. Move to your old familiar furniture and hang some new photos. Spruce the place. Give him a thorough cleaning. After all, you will live here A little. Setting up an Android device might seem overwhelming, but it can be nice to settle down and enjoy the process.
Read Next: 5 Android Settings You Should Change to Level Up Your Smartphone GameWhat's the first thing you do when you get a new phone? Let us know in the comments! From most Android Android manufacturers, especially major manufacturers, update their wear and tear every year and in varying periods
throughout the year, writing an updated comparison of the best models is a bit of an act of ju play. As I write this, for example, Samsung is starting to ship the Galaxy S10 and S10+, two of its top (or flagship) phones for release on March 8, 2019, meaning it will become available just before the posts in this article. In
addition, operating system prices and updates are in constant flow throughout the year, making zeroing in on what each phone sells and which operating system also comes with moving goals. I have to pick something, right? So, even on the playing field, for pricing information I chose to use the current Amazon price as I
write on every single model. It will be slightly higher or lower wherever you buy your phone, and operators (Verizon, AT&amp;T, T-Mobile, and so on) offer evolving specials when I sign up for the service. For the operating system installed on each device, by now, Android 9 (or Pie) is available for most models, so, the
listed operating system is the highest version available, again, the moment I write on each specific device. Since the first implementation of the next version of Android won't happen until August or not, and therefore only on Google's Pixel devices initially, those devices running Android 9 will now do it for a while. Yes,
there will be incremental updates, but for the most part the operating system version is consistent, for now. Why Android? There are several reasons why Android is the predominant smartphone operating system, including the fact that unless you're willing to settle for an older model, all of Apple's iPhones are high-end
and expensive. There are several Androids under $400 available; I included a couple in this review and some in the $500 range. All recent iPhones, however beautiful, are pushing or exceeding $1,000. More importantly, Android is a more versatile operating system with a wider range of features and customization
options. Most Androids, for example, support storage expansions via microSD cards, these days, up to 512 GB or more, while with iPhones you are stuck with whatever comes on your phone. If it fills storage memory, you'll need to delete items or juggle them on and off the device. Yes, you can store more data in the
cloud, but it's not as convenient as having it all there on your phone. Technically and developerally, Android is a much more open operating system, which means that users, app developers, and phone manufacturers have much more control at the operating system level. This much more freedom, allowing you,
developers, and phone manufacturers to be more creative. Apple's iOS, on the other hand, is a closed operating system. Apple controls pretty much everything, which, historically, from the first Mac to the iPhone X, has always done. While this is more conducive to quality control than Google's approach, it's also limiting.
Phone size and prices Today's phones are as powerful as some desktop computers and displays on some of the high-end flagships are incredibly wonderful. Today's mobile devices are accompanied by huge storage and RAM compliments, up to 1TB and 12GB respectively, and are incredibly fast. Many people,
especially the younger generation, only use their phones as the only computing and entertainment devices. If all you need is to make calls and send messages, however, you don't need all that processing power and displays to die for. Nowadays, however, most people do at least some web browsing on their phones, as
well as taking and sharing photos. The following list of the top 10 Androids includes gambling, from cheap and adequate to expensive and stylish – some would even say sumptuous. And this looks like a good place to inject this disclaimer. The phones in the table below are arranged strangely, due to the fact that I
couldn't put them all in one table, but I had to split it. They are not ordered in any particular order. The latest $1,000 Samsung Galaxy S10+, if that's just what you need, might be the best for you, or maybe the $170 Motorola Moto G6 Play or $360 LG G6 might come with everything you need for the way you use your
smartphone. In other words, as I compare the features here, all of these phones have made the top 10 and are therefore strong products for the user base that everyone serves. The best is relevant to the application. Where to buy your Android At the same time, everyone got their phones through their wireless carrier,
which locked us in a particular service provider, at least for the duration of the contract or until the phone was paid. These days, however, many of us buy unlocked phones from various retail and wholesale outlets, such as Amazon or Best Buy. (I bought my last phone in an unseeded, brand new box from eBay.) The
point is, you no longer have to tie yourself to a specific supplier. With Android phones, however, it's simply about taking the SIM card from the current device and inserting it into the new one. In most cases, as long as the phone is unlocked, it will ignite ready to use the service. Then you can use the device switching app
to move all your contacts, media files and other data to your new phone. (Samsung, for example, calls this Smart Switch feature.) In any case, you are now free to shop, find the mobile device you want at the lowest possible price, with or without funding, and the only real link between you and your service provider is your
monthly bill. If Verizon or anyone doesn't work up to snuff, switching to a new carrier is relatively simple. Samsung Galaxy S10+ LG ThinQ Samsung Galaxy S10 Google Pixel 3 Samsung Galaxy S9+ Lowest Price $999 Amazon $949.99 Amazon $899 Amazon $749.00 Amazon $639 Amazon Battery Life 12 hours, 24 min
9 hours, 43 min 12 hours, 3min 7 hours, 35 min 10 hours, 12 min Battery Size 4,100mAh 3,300mAh 3,400mAh 2,915mAh 3,500mAh Triple Camera Resolution 12MP, 12MP/16MP Rear/10MP Front- 12MP, 12MP, 16MP 16MP 8MP, 5MP Front Triple 12MP, 12MP/16MP Rear/10MP Front- 12.2Mp Rear/8MP Dual Front
Dual 12MP/8MP Front CPU Qualcomm Snapdragon 855 Qualcomm Snapdragon 845 Qualcomm Snapdragon 855 Qualcomm Snapdragon 845 Qualcomm Snapdragon 845 Dimensions 6.2 by 2.9 by 0.3 inches 6.3 by 3 by 0.3 inches 5.8 by 2.7 by 0.3 inches 5.7 by 2.7 by 0.3 inches 6.2 by 2.9 by 0.3 inches Headphone
Jack Yes Yes Yes No Yes MicroSD Slot Up to 512GB Up to 2TB Up to 512GB No Up to 512GB OS Android 9 Android 8 (ver. 9 soon) Android 9 Android 9 Android 9 Processor Speed 2.8 GHz 2.8 GHz 2.8 GHz 2.5 GHz 2.7 GHz RAM 8GB/12GP 6GB 6GB/8GB 4GB 6GB Screen Resolution 3,040 by 1,440 pixels 3,120 by
1,440 pixels 3,040 by 1,440 pixels 2,160 by 1,080 pixels 2,960 by 1,440 pixels Screen Size 6.4 inches 6.4 inches 6.1 inches 5.5 inches 6.2 inches Storage 128/512GB/ 1TB 64GB/ 128GB 128GB / 256GB / 512GB 64GB/128GB 64GB / 128GB / 256GB Water Resistant IP68 IP68 IP68 IP68 IP68 Weight 6.2 oz 6 oz 5.5 oz
12.8 oz 6.8 oz Wireless Charging Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Samsung Galaxy Note 9 Sony Xperia X23 OnePlus 6T LG G6 Motorola Moto G6 Play Lowest Price $635.79 Amazon $799 Amazon $649 Amazon $359.99 Amazon $169 Amazon Battery Life 14 hours, 9 min 6 hours, 17 min 9 hours, 2 min 6 hours, 12 min 11
hours, 59 min Battery Size 4,000mAh 3,330mAh 3,700mAh 3,300mAh 4,000mAh Camera Resolution Dual 12MP Rear/8MP Front Dual 19MP/13MP Front Dual 16MP/20MP Rear / 16MP Front Dual 13MP Rear/5MP Front 13P Rear/ 8MP Front CPU Qualcomm Snapdragon 845 Qualcomm Snapdragon 845 Qualcomm
Snapdragon 845 Qualcomm Snapdragon 821 Qualcomm Snapdragon 427 Dimensions 6.4 by 3.0 by 0.4 inches 6.2 by 2.9 by 0.3 inches 6.2 by 3 by 0.3 inches 5.9 by 2.8 by 0.3 inches 6.0 by 2.9 da 0.4 pollici Jack per cuffie Sì No No Sì Sì Slot MicroSD Fino a 512GB Fino a 512GB No Fino a 2 TB Fino a 256GB OS
Android 9 Android 9 Android 9 Android 8 Android 8 (ver. 9 2Q) Velocità processore 2,8 GHz 2,2 GHz 2,8 GHz 2,4 GHz 1,4 GHz RAM 6GB/8GB 4GB 6GB/8GB 4GB 3GB Risoluzione dello schermo 3GB 2.960 per 1.440 pixel 2.880 per 1.440 pixel 2.340 per 1.080 pixel 2.880 per 1.440 pixel 1.440 pixel 1.440 per 720 pixel
Dimensioni dello schermo 6,4 pollici 6 pollici 6,4 pollici 5,7 pollici 5,7 pollici Archiviazione 128GB / 512GB 64GB 128GB / 256GB 32GB 32GB Resistente all'acqua IP68 IP68 No IP68 Nessun peso 7.1 oz 4GB 6.4 oz 5.8 oz 6.2 oz Ricarica wireless Sì Sì No Sì No Google Pixel 3 No Google Pixel 3 No Basics : Prezzo: a
partire da circa $ 78012MP fotocamera posteriore / Doppia fotocamera selfie da 8 MPApprox. Durata della batteria di 7,5 oreStorage: 64GB/128GBRAM: 4GBLe dimensioni dello schermo / Risoluzione: 5,5 pollici / 2.160 per 1.080 pixel Pro: Veloce. Vero, Android inalterato. Aggiornamenti del sistema operativo più veloci.
Facile operazione con una sola mano. Attivazione vocale dell'Assistente Google. Splendido display OLED. Fotocamere nitide con intelligenza artificiale superiore alla media, scarsa illuminazione, zoom e altre funzionalità. Punti di contrario: the storage update slot and headphone jack. Google's flagship smartphone, the
Pixel 3 is compact, making it ideal for one-punch operation. It comes with features and comes in two storage configurations, 64GB and 128GB. If you are you are large phones with large screens, Google also offers the Pixel 3 XL at slightly higher prices. Instead of the standard 5.5-inch, 2,160 x 1,080 Pixel 3 screen, the
XL model display is 6.3 inches and a resolution of 2,960 x 1,440, providing much more viewing space, but makes the phone significantly larger and heavier, not to mention a decrease in one-handed features, especially for those with smaller gloves. Pixel 3 comes in four colors, black, white, pink, and non-pink, which is a
lukewarm, or pale, pink, and the XL version is available in black, white, and pink. One drawback of the Pixel is that, like Apple phones, it does not support memory expansion via microSD cards (or any other means), nor does it have a headphone jack. However, it supports Pixel Buds (earphones) via the USB-C charging
port on the bottom edge, which means you can't charge your phone and listen to music at the same time, unless, of course, you charge it wirelessly or use wireless (Bluetooth) earbuds. Google's Active Edge, when you squeeze the sides of your phone, launches the Google Assistant. You can't schedule Active Edge to
launch other apps, although you can also press to mute alarms, incoming calls, notifications, and timers. Like most phones in this price range, pixel 3 is IP68 water and dust proof and has one of the most impressive cameras in the industry, which includes a 12.2MP rear shooter and two 8MP front selfie cameras. Users
on Amazon gave it an average rating of less than 3.5, with protests over short battery life and no storage expansion, both of which are valid complaints. Nothing is perfect, and as with many of the devices in this roundup, pixel 3 is a great phone, despite some obvious flaws. LG-G6 Basics: Price: Starting at around
$36013MP rear camera/5MPApprox selfie camera. 6.3-hour battery lifeStorage: 32GB - expandable to 2TB with microSD RAM: 4GB screen size/resolution: 5.7 inches/2,880 for 1,440 pixels Pro: easy one-handed operation. Good-looking HDR display. Sharp cameras with double back. expansion of the microSD card up
to 2 TB. It looks tough. Dots: Slow. Slightly opaque screen. Collects stains and fingerprints. It lacks double speakers. LG has collected two points on this top-10 list, the mid-range LG-G6 and the high-end ThinQ LG-V40. What many users should find attractive to the former is its low price; although, as I wrote this, prices
were all over the board, ranging from $350 to $500, with the best price in Amazon. The LG-G6 comes with most high-end flagship features, including waterproofing and IP68 powder, as well as mil-std-810g durability resistance, which means it can withstand drops of up to 6 feet on hard surfaces, within reason, of course.
Like the Pixel 3, the LG-G6 chassis is glass-coated, and this phone is only available in black and shows stains and fingerprints more prominently than some competing models. Compared to other models, the G6 is a bit oblong appears to be a 2.1 display aspect ratio, which could make apps undesigned to fit this unusual
shape strange. Also, unlike several phones these days, it doesn't come with double (stereo) or quad (surround sound), even if you get a headphone jack on the top edge and an SD card slot on the right edge. You can upgrade storage to 2TB, which is the most space I've ever seen supported by any phone, except, of
course, other LGs, including the V40 ThinQ. Shoppers on Amazon gave the phone a 4.2 out of 5 stars, laising its HDR screen quality and cameras, but not so impressed by its relatively short battery life. In any case, the LG-G6 is a great phone and, given its below-average price, great value for money. LG V40 ThinQ
Basics: Price: Starting at around $949.99Triple 12MP/12MP/16MP rear cameras/Double selfie camera from 8MP/5MPApprox. Battery life of 9.6 hoursStorage: 64 GB - expandable to 2TB with microSD RAM: 6GB screen size/resolution: 6.4 inches / 3,120 by 1,440 pixels Pro:Compact shape. Outstanding OLED display.
Triple rear cameras take three different angles, and dual front cameras take wide selfies. The MicroSD card supports up to 2 TB. Fantastic audio and audio software. Opposite points: The Google Assistant button cannot be remapped. It does not support Android 9. The low resolution of the front camera When looking at
devices like LG V40 ThinQ, it's hard to imagine, even those of us who experienced it, an era when all mobile phones were making and receiving calls. The V40 has it all, including three rear cameras that offer a wide range of photo options, such as taking wide-angle, up-close, and standard shots at once, and then sewing
them together to create an animated GIF (not to mention excellent traditional shots). You also get a headphone jack with a Hi-Fi quad DAC that, with the right audiophile-quality headphones, offers perhaps the best sound quality in the industry, as well as Bluetooth 5 to listen to more than one audio device at a time. The
audio software is also feature-packed, and the speaker located on the bottom edge has a resonance chamber, giving it a boombox effect that delivers better and better sound than you'd expect from a phone with a single speaker. As for the dual front cameras, although they are a bit low-resolution, they allow you to take
wide-angle selfies, making room for friends, or to capture more of the area around you. Like most other phones in this class, the V40 is water and dust proof, and comes with the MIL-STD-810G standard, meaning it has been drip tested from about 6 feet and survived. disadvantage is that, at the time of writing this article,
the V40 has not yet been updated to Android 9. LG says the new operating system is coming in the first quarter, which means the company is running out of time. Like its low-end G6 brother, the V40 has a glass back conducive to wireless charging, a beautiful OLED screen, and a number of features that have very little
to do with calls and SMS. Amazon users gave the V40 a 3.9 out of 5, 5, and cameras. Motorola Moto G6 Play Basics: Price: starting at around $16913MP rear camera/5MPApprox selfie camera. 12-hour battery lifeStorage: 32GB expandable to 256GB with microSD RAM: 3GB screen size/resolution: 5.7 inches/1,440 for
720 pixels Pro:Convenient. 12-hour battery life. Strong feature set. Performance. Points to the contrary: Cameras like that. So-so screen. No wireless charging. No Android 9 yet. There are several budget-conscious Androids out there, including several from Motorola, but I found the Moto G6 Play the most impressive. It
has the same size battery (4,000mAh) as Samsung Galaxy Note 9's flagship, resulting in huge 12-hour battery life (although the Note 9 lasts over 14 hours) and its cameras, while certainly not the best in the business, take highly respectable photos. You get a headphone jack and microSD card stand up to 256GB, which
allows you to skip storage from 32GB to 288GB and you get all this for well under $200. Sure, compared to the flagship models in this review, including Motorola's V40 ThinQ, the Specs of the Moto G6 are a bit lukewarm. The 1,440 by 720 pixel display of the 5.7-inch screen isn't at all as sharp as the high-resolution
OLED and AMOLED screens in high-end models, and the Moto G6 won't see an Update to Android 9 until some time in the second quarter of 2019, meaning the year could be half and Android on track for ver. Even so, this is a great phone for the price. The Moto G6 is only available in Deep Indigo (which looks blacker
than anything else). One hundred Amazon shoppers give it a 4.1 out of 5 rating, touting, of course, it's a low price, as is battery life and unaltered android. OnePlus 6T Basics: Price: starting at around $580Dual 16MP/20MP rear cameras/16MPApprox selfie camera. 9-hour battery lifeStorage: 128GB/256GB RAM:
6GB/8GBS screen size / Resolution: 6.4 inches / 2,340 for 1,080 pixels Pro: at reasonable prices. Decent cameras. Fast. Good-looking AMOLED screen. Opposite points: Storage expansion is missing. The headphone jack is missing. No wireless charging. No waterproofing. While there are some versions (6GB of
RAM/128GB of storage, 8GB/128GB and 8GB/256GB) at slightly different prices, OnePlus produces only one phone, currently the 6T. It costs less than many of the flagship models reviewed here, but it also gives up a lot for savings. What you get, however, is the same Snapdragon 845 CPU that is found in today's
leading phones, reasonable cameras but not the best performance, a very attractive 6.4-inch (but relatively low-resolution) AMOLED display, a very attractive battery life and a fingerprint reader on the display for authentication without turning on your phone. What it gives up are wireless charging, water and dust
waterproofing, a headphone jack (although there's a USB-C dongle at 3.5mm in the box, but no headphones) and a microSD card slot. On the other hand, OnePlus phones are ready to receive Android updates with very few changes to the stock exchange operating system and the 6T is faster or faster than phones that
cost hundreds of dollars more. It's double (16MP/20MP) and the 16MP front cameras are among the highest resolutions in the industry and come in matte or glossy black. The 6T makes this list because of its speed and screen size for the price, although the LG-G6 is a better value from a feature point of view. Only a
handful of Amazon shoppers have reviewed this phone, and among them 6T has gained 4 out of 5 stars, with the only complaint being the accuracy of the fingerprint sensor. Otherwise, the OnePlus 6T is good value for money. Samsung Galaxy S9+ Bases: Price: Starting at around $640Dual 12MP rear
cameras/8MPApprox selfie camera. 10.2 hours battery lifeStorage: 64GB/128GB/256GBRAM: 64GBS screen size / Resolution: 6.2 inches / 2,960 for 1,440 Pro pixels: At reasonable prices. Dual rear camera with wide-angle capture and in low light conditions. Fast. Fantastic looking AMOLED screen. Expand storage up
to 768 GB. Loud audio. Opposite points: Stupid AR EMOJI. I included the Samsung Galaxy S9+ in this roundup because, now that Galaxy S10 and S10+ have been released (yesterday, as I write this), the S9+ has become an exceptional value. You get what is essentially the same device, minus some mostly capacity
updates, for less money. Currently, opting for the S9+ will save you $260 on the S10 and $360 on the S10+. Of course, if you need triple cameras, a faster processor, an even higher resolution screen and so on, then jump by all means this review and switch to the Galaxy S10 and S10+ lower in this review. Without a
doubt, these are great devices, but if you don't need them and you won't use all the latest bells and whistles, the S9+ is a great alternative. It comes with Samsung's stunning 6.2-inch Infinity AMOLED screen, dual rear cameras, Dolby Atmos sound, a battery of over 10 hours, three different RAM sizes ranging from 64GB
to 256GB and expandable via microSD card up to 512GB. You also get a decent set of headphones in the package, IP68 waterproofing for water and dust, strong and strong dual stereo speakers: the list goes on... And on... The point is, this is a phone devil for the price. A few days ago, I would have paid at least $250
more for the S9+. Over 1,500 Amazon users rate the Galaxy S9+ at 4.1 out of 5 stars, primarily touting AMOLED cameras and screen. No matter how you look at it, this is an excellent phone. Samsung Galaxy Note 9 Basics: Price: Starting at around $740Dual 12MP rear cameras/8MPApprox selfie camera. Battery life of
14.1 hoursStorage: 128 GB / 512 GBRAM: 6 GB / 8 GBS screen size / 6.4 inches/ 2,960 by 1,440 pixel Pro: dual rear camera with wide-angle capture and poor lighting and impressive. Long battery life. Fast. Beautiful AMOLED screen. Storage with expansion options up to 1 TB. Audio Dolby Atmos. The Note S pen with
low-contact Bluetooth. Excellent performance. Opposite points: Stupid AR EMOJI. Fingerprint reader too close to camera. Samsung's flagship Note 9 (you can see a full review of note 9 here) here) is, next to the iPhone X, one of the most impressive smartphones available. It's called Note, of course, because of its S Pen
stylus, which with this iteration, now has Bluetooth LE support, which allows you to use the stylus as a remote control for your tablet. By default, the S Pen controls the camera, but can be remapped to any app that supports the S Pen. This includes Android Gallery, Microsoft PowerPoint, and many other apps. The Note
9 has specs similar to the S9+, including dual rear cameras and super AMOLED display, only this time Samsung has provided software and other updates that make the cameras more accurate and the screen brighter and able to display a wider range of colors. In addition, the Note 9 screen is slightly larger than the
display on the S9+, and the former is available with up to 512GB of storage, or twice as much as the slightly smaller S9+. In other words, you can increase the storage space on the Note 9 up to 1 TB. (As you'll see in the S10+ review coming soon, it's available with a built-in 1TB. More likely, the Note 10 coming by the
end of the year, will also have a 1TB option, but like the S10+, it won't be cheap.) Four much more on the Note 9, follow the link above to our full review of this highly impressive device. It is available in Purple Lavender, Ocean Blue, Cloud Silver and Black Night. Amazon shoppers rate it at 4.2 out of 5 stars, touting the S
Pen, screen, and sound quality. The Galaxy Note series has always been an impressive brand. Samsung Galaxy S10 Bases: Price: Starting at around $895Triple 12MP/12MP/16MP rear cameras/10MPApprox selfie camera. 12-hour battery lifeStorage: 128GB/256GB/512GBRAM: 6GB/8GBS screen size / Resolution:
6.1 inches / 3,040 by 1,440 pixels Pro: three rear cameras with wide-angle and low-light capture and impressive ARTIFICIAL intelligence. Long battery life. Faster Snapdragon CPU. Superb dynamic screen AMOLED. Expand storage up to 768 GB. Impressive Dolby Atmos audio. It is also supplied in the S10e and S10
5G iterations. Opposite points: Expensive. Fingerprint reader next to the cameras. The Galaxy S10 is essentially the S9 on steroids. Everything: the cameras (now three rear shooters and a 10MP front lens), dynamic AMOLED display, RAM, battery size (now 3,500 mAh) and storage size and available size have been
updated. In addition to the S10+ model reviewed below, Samsung also offers S10e and S10 5G models. The S10e, a smaller, less expensive model, less equipped with specifications much closer to those of the S9+, and the 5G version, as well as being equipped with an even larger 6.7-inch screen and other advanced
features (compared to the S10+), supports the next version of cellular technology; currently the standard is 4G. The Galaxy S10 and its brother S10+ below is among the most advanced smartphones available so far this year. They are also among the most expensive. As I wrote this, the 512GB model is selling for about
$1,150, and as you see the 1TB version of of S10+ costs much more. Amazon users rate the S10 at 4.4 out of 5 stars, with great praise for screen, audio quality, and battery life. There is nothing to dislike about this phone, except for the price! Samsung Galaxy S10+ Bases: Price: Starting at around $1,000Triple
12MP/12MP/16MP rear camera/10MP selfie camera. 12.5-hour battery lifeStorage: 128GB/512GB/1TBRAM: 8GB/12GBS screen size / Resolution: 6.4 inches / 3,040 by 1,440 Pixels Pro: three rear cameras with low lighting and wide-angle capture and remarkable artificial intelligence. 12.5 hours of battery life. The
fastest Qualcomm Snapdragon CPU. Fantastic dynamic AMOLED screen. Expand storage up to 1.5 TB. Audio Dolby Atmos. Opposite points: Expensive. Fingerprint reader too close to the cameras. Next to the S10 5G, the Galaxy S10+ is not only the newest in super-equipped smartphones, but is also the most
impressive. The S10+ is all you can get on your mobile phone with steroids. The dynamic 6.4-inch, very high-resolution AMOLED display is stunning to say the least. Samsung's three rear cameras and ai software are amazing and you have your choice of 8GB or 12GB of RAM and up to 1TB (if you don't mind spending
$1,599.99, that is) of storage, expandable to 1.5TB. The battery life is just 12.5 hours and there is not a single feature I can think of, apart from a fingerprint reader on the screen, which is not included on this phone. Until the release of the Note 10 by the end of the year and save for something unexpected and surprising
from Apple and Google, we probably won't be able to find a more advanced mobile device for the next six months or so. Depending on where you are and who you buy from, the S10+ comes in a variety of colors, including: Prism White, Prism Black, Prism Green, Prism Blue, Canary Yellow, Flamingo Pink, Ceramic
Black, and Ceramic White. Amazon users give it a 4.4 out of five, enhancing numerous features including display, cameras, battery life, sound quality and... Sony Xperia XZ3 Basics: Price: starting at around $80019MP rear camera/13MPApprox selfie camera. Battery life of 6.1 hoursStorage: 64 GBRAM: 4GBIs screen
size / Resolution: 6 inches / 2,880 by 1,440 pixels Pro: Passable camera. Fast. Elegant design. Opposite points: Expensive. No revolutionary features. Side Sense is characterized by half cooked. Sony's Xperia XZ3 makes this list mainly because it is one of the most stylish looking phones available and because, of
course, as a Sony product, it is well built without succinctness. Like many of the devices here, it works on the Qualcomm Snapdragon 845 CPU, which, until the recent version of the 855 in galaxy S10 models, is one of the for faster smartphones available. You also get an HDR QHD+ 6in 18:9 OLED display which, while
not up to the dynamic AMOLED screens on Samsung's flagship Galaxy models, is, like Sony's HDTV monitors and computers, gorgeous. 4GB RAM allocation and 64GB storage capacity are a bit for an $800 phone, but you can upgrade it to 576GB with a 512GB microSD card. With the Z3, Sony continues its tradition of
great sounding front stereo speakers, as well as a dedicated camera button to launch the camera app. Also included is Sony's Side Sense feature which, when you double-tap the edge of the screen, displays a menu (or box) of the most used apps and settings. Although this is a great idea, it doesn't always work. In
addition, the Z3 lacks facial recognition, which is unfortunate for a phone in this price range. Another reason I chose the Z3 for this round up is that wherever I looked, including Amazon, user reviews were highly favorable. Amazon users, for example, gave a 4.3 out of 5. This, it is a great screen and the prodigious stereo
sound makes it a very attractive smartphone. Smartphone.
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